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ABSTRACT I review models for the "inner jet" in blazars,
the section that connects the central engine with the radio jet.
I discuss how the structure and physics of the inner jet can be
explored using millimeter-wave VLBI (very-long-baseline ra-
dio interferometry) as well as multiwaveband observations of
blazars. Flares at radio to -/-ray frequencies should exhibit
time delays at different wavebands that can test models for
both the high-energy emission mechanisms and the nature of
the inner jet in blazars.
Despite our ability to image at submilli-arc-second resolution,
the radio jets of blazars [defined as BL Lacertae (BL Lac)
objects and quasars with strong, highly variable nonthermal
emission], we are still ignorant of some of the most important
aspects of these jets. We do not know how or where the jets are
formed, accelerated to flow speeds near that of light, and
collimated into cones of very small (1-5 °) opening angles. Nor
do we understand well the process by which the ultrarelativ-
istic, magnetized plasma in a jet is generated or how the
radiating electrons are reaccelerated downstream of the source
of the jet. All of these processes must occur in the region that
I refer to as the "inner jet," which is the portion of the jet that
lies between the central engine and the core of the radio jet
observed with very-long baseline interferometry (VLBI). In
what follows, I review the major models for the inner jet and
discuss how we can test these models using current observa-
tional techniques.
THE CORE AND INNER JET
The VLBI core is the compact, flat-spectrum component that
lies at one end of the centimeter-wave radio image of a typical
blazar. Theoretically, the core is the narrow end of the
undisturbed jet flow, while the knots that appear to separate
from the core at superluminal velocities are propagating
disturbances such as shock waves (1). The core is therefore a
stationary feature, although the plasma flows through it at
speeds near that of light. At centimeter wavelengths, the cores
of blazars are optically thick to synchrotron self-absorption.
The total synchrotron spectrum of the jet at radio frequen-
cies is quite flat. This is caused by a superposition of the
spectrum of the core and the knots that lie downstream in the
jet. The principle is illustrated in Fig. 1, which is a sketch of how
the flat spectrum of the entire compact jet is formed by the
individual sections of the jet. As one considers ever more
compact regions closer to the origin of the jet, the spectrum
from each successive section peaks at a progressively higher
frequency. The flat total spectrum can be obtained if the
magnetic field in the jet falls off as R i and the normalization
to the relativistic electron energy distribution varies as R -2,
where R is the distance from the origin (2). It can also result
from radiative losses behind the shock fronts in models in
which such shocks are identified as superluminal knots (3). The
size of a component should be inversely proportional to the
peak frequency of its spectrum, as is generally observed.
Fig. 1 illustrates another important point: the jet cannot be
self-similar down to extremely small size scales; otherwise, the
total spectrum would remain flat well beyond the observed
turnover at (typically) 1011.+°5 Hz. The angular sizes of the radio
cores tend to be of order 0.1 milli-arc-seconds at frequencies of
several tens of GHz, so at the turnover frequency of 1011.+°'5 Hz,
we expect the sizes to be -0.01-0.1 milli-arc-seconds. If we let h
be Hubble,s constant in units of 100km.s-l.Mpc 1 [lmegaparsec
(Mpc) = 3.09 × 1022 m], this translates to a linear size ranging
from -4 × 1016+0"5 h -1 cm at a redshift z = 0.03 to -4 to 5 ×
1017-+0'5 h 1 cm at z = 2 (for a deceleration parameter q0 between
0.5 and 0.1). This refers to the width of the jet, which has an
opening angle of only a few degrees. Hence, the distance from the
central engine is likely to be roughly an order of magnitude
greater than the estimated size of the radio core given above.
Therefore, either (i) the jet forms at a considerable distance--as
great as -1 parsec (3 × 1018 cm)--from the central engine or (ii)
the jet ceases to be self-similar at the position of the VLBI core.
These two options form the basis of the inner jet models that
have been proposed. In the earliest version (4, 5), the jet
accelerates hydrodynamically from a de Laval nozzle as de-
scribed by Blandford and Rees (6). (It is thought that an initial
collimation--for example, by magnetic focusing--is also re-
quired; see ref. 7.) As the internal energy of the plasma is
converted into kinetic energy of bulk flow, the Lorentz factor
of the jet increases. The VLBI core is then the site where the
Lorentz factor reaches its maximum value as the internal
energy becomes nonrelativistic (i.e., rest mass-dominated).
The final bulk Lorentz factor equals the initial internal energy
per unit rest mass (minus any that is lost through radiation).
The inner jet is detected at higher frequencies, with the
synchrotron spectrum becoming progressively steeper toward
optical and (for many BL Lac objects) x-ray frequencies. An
alternative is the proposal (8) that the central engine produces
a highly directed, ultrarelativistic electron-positron beam that
scatters photons produced outside the jet. This scattering
produces x-rays and y-rays, while the recoil causes the beam to
decelerate and become a plasma with random internal motions
in addition to a residual bulk flow with Lorentz factor - 10.
Three further models for the inner jet call for the generation
of the radiating particles to occur well downstream of the
origin of the jet, at the VLBI core. They are therefore rather
independent of the details of jet formation and initial particle
acceleration. In the proton (9) or electron-initiated pair cas-
cade models (10), relativistic electron-positron pairs are pro-
duced through interactions of the ambient photon field in the
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the synchrotron spectrum of a self-similar
relativistic jet in arbitrary units. (Upper) Section of the jet that
corresponds to each spectrum in Lower. The flat part of the total
spectrum (bold curve) would continue to higher frequencies were the
jet to remain self-similar to the left of section D.
blazar and subsequent particle cascade. In the neutron-decay
model (11, 12), an ultrarelativistic neutron beam is emitted by
the central engine as the result of hadron collisions. The
neutrons then decay at a distance downstream that is length-
ened from the proper value of -1000 light-seconds via rela-
tivistic time dilation. The neutrons decay into protons and
electrons, which become a relativistically flowing plasma after
interacting with the ambient medium. The final model (13) of
this type reenergizes a jet that was visible only at small radii via
a standing shock wave.
TESTING THE INNER JET MODELS
The models sketched above make different predictions that
can be tested observationally. The most straightforward test is
to image directly the inner jet through VLBI observations at
frequencies where the core is optically thin. Since VLBI can
now produce images at 90 GHz, which is above the turnover
frequency for a number of blazars, this should be possible. Fig.
2 sketches the intensity profiles (expressed in the practical
units of flux density per unit length along the jet) expected
according to various models.
Another major test is to observe nonthermal flares at a wide
range of frequencies. As is illustrated in Fig. 3 for the
accelerating and decelerating jet models, the relative positions
of the primary sites of radiation at each waveband are quite
model dependent. Flares should therefore exhibit frequency-
dependent time delays. Since there are a number of versions
of each model, listing the specific predictions of each is beyond
the scope of this brief review; the reader is referred to a
previous review (15) of 3,-ray emission from blazars.
Over 40 blazars have been detected (16) at ,/-ray frequencies
by the high-energy EGRET (Energetic Gamma Ray Experi-
ment Telescope) detector of the Compton Gamma Ray Ob-
servatory. In these cases, the T-rays dominate the apparent
nonthermal luminosities of the blazars. The most successful
models to this date generate the T-rays through inverse Comp-
ton scattering off the relativistic electrons in the jet (15).
However, it is not yet clear whether the "seed" photons are
synchrotron radiation from the jet [synchrotron self-Compton
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FIG. 2. Flux density per unit length of relativistic jets according to
various models. The curves are either qualitative or quantitative with
selected values of free parameters inside of the core, which is
arbitrarily given a distance from the origin R = 1018 cm. --, Slowly
accelerating jet model; ---, more rapidly accelerating jet model;
- --, invisible inner jet, which becomes progressively brighter with
increasing R, as expected according to the decelerating jet model or
particle-cascade models; • •., invisible inner jet made abruptly visible
by a standing shock at the position of the VLBI core. All models have
similar behavior beyond R 1018 cm.
scattering (17), or SSC], direct photons from the putative
accretion disk (8, 18), or photons originally from the central
engine that have been scattered nonrelativistically in the
ambient medium (10, 19).
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FIG. 3. (Upper) Tapered, accelerating jet model (6, 14). The
density of dots in the jet corresponds roughly to the emissivity of the
synchrotron radiation. (Lower) Decelerating jet model (8). Compton
"reflection" of accretion disk photons by the relativistic particle beam
decelerates the beam, which becomes the observed radio jet. For both
models, the regions of emission at different wavebands are indicated,
and the lengths of the arrows roughly indicate on a logarithmic scale
the Lorentz factor of the flow.
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ThecontinuedoperationofEGRETthereforeprovidesan
excellentopportunitytoexplorethephysicsoftheinnerjetsof
blazars,especiallyif y-rayflarescanbeobservedsimulta-
neouslyat otherwavebands.Therearea numberof such
campaigns,withresultsthatarestartingto bepublished.
Althoughmuchremainstobelearnedfromthesestudies,the
followingfindingsalreadyprovideimportantinformation.(i)The,/-rayemissionisbrightwhentheoverallmultiwave-
bandemissionisinahighstate(14).Theratioof,/-raytox-ray
luminosityishigherthantheratioofx-raytoIRluminosity,
contraryto thepredictionsof modelsin whichthe,/-ray
emissionissecond-orders lf-Comptonscattering(20),thereby
eliminatingthatmodel.Onlyfirst-orderscatteringisviable.(ii)FlaresobservedbyEGREThavelower-frequencycoun-
terparts.In1406-076,anopticalf are(21)precededbyoneday
a,/-rayflareinJanuary1992.Thisimpliesthatthe,/-raysare
producedfartherdownthejetthanistheopticalemission.I
theacceleratingjetmodel(22)(seeFig.3)the`/-rayswould
thenbeinverseComptonscatteredIRphotons,incetheseare
producedslightlyfartherdownthejet thanaretheoptical
photonsin inhomogeneousjetmodels.(Innon-SSCmodels,
the1-daydelayseemsmoredifficultto explain.)In PKS
0528+134,thehigh-amplitude,/-rayflareof March1993
occurrednearthepeakofamonths-longmillimeter-waveflare(23).ThissupportsheSSCmodel,whichpredictsanonlinear
responseofthe,/-raystosynchrotronvariations.Thisnonlinear
responseisalsoseeninthetwomultiwaveband"snapshots"of
3C279inJune1991andDecember1992-January1993(14).
However,inverseComptonscatteringofseedphotonspro-
ducedoutsidethejet couldalsoshowsucha nonlinear
responseif theLorentzfactorof thejet flowweretime-
variable.
(iii)The,/-rayflareofMkn421observedatteraelectronvolt
photonenergiesbytheWhippleObservatoryinMay1994was
simultaneouswithanx-rayflare,buttherewaslittlechangein
theEGRET,millimeter-wave,IR,orUVemission(24).Inthis
casetheflareseemstohaveresultedfromanincreaseonlyin
theefficiencyofaccelerationfthehighestenergyelectrons(the"tail"oftheelectronenergyspectrum).Theseobserva-
tionsappearto disprovethepaircascademodelsfor this
source,butareinconcertwiththemodelinwhichnonthermal
flaresarecausedbyshockwavesinthejet (3).(iv)Intwoobjects(0528+134and3C279),newsuperlumi-
nalcomponentsobservedwithVLBIwerecreatednearthe
timesof,/-rayflaresandatthebeginningofmillimeter-wave
rises(25,26).Theflaresthereforeappeartobeassociatedwith
theproductionof newknotsthatflowdownthejet.(v)The,/-rayvariabilityof a fewdaysobservedin some
blazarsrequiresrelativisticbeamingto avoidhighoptical
depthstophoton-photonpairproductionthatwouldprevent
the-/-raysfromescaping.TheLorentzfactorsimpliedare
similarto thoseneededto explainapparentsuperluminal
motioninblazars(27).
CONCLUSION
Theinnerjetisthemostimportantyetmostpoorlyunderstood
regionof relativisticjets.Wecanclaimtrulytounderstand
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galactic nuclei only when we have successfully explained how
these exotic jets arise in so many cases. The recent availability
of millimeter-wave VLBI imaging and x-ray and `/-ray tele-
scopes with sufficient sensitivity to detect flares in blazars will
provide us with a wealth of information that, in concert with
other types of observations, should soon lead to more refined
models for the physics of the inner jet. This will guide us in our
effort to deduce the nature of the central engine that powers
energetic activity in the hearts of galaxies.
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